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Ernie Melcher: Web based resources and tools that can be used to support instruction. My name is Ernie 

Melcher. I am and educational consultant with the Pennsylvania Training and Technical Assistance 

Network. I'm here today with my colleague Suanne Houser. [ Silence ] Suanne Houser: Good morning 

everyone, I'm looking forward to spending the morning with you. And, I'll get to talk to you a little bit 

later. [ Silence ] Ernie Melcher: Before we get started, I would like to go over a few things. You should've 

downloaded the handout document from the Pattan website. It contains the PowerPoint slides and the 

certificate of attendance. We will be asking you a few questions during the session and you will need to 

write the answers to those questions on the certificate. We will also provide a code that you will write 

on the certificate in order to validate it. You will not need a microphone today since you will not be 

asked to speak. We ask that you listen and follow along in the handout. We will be recording this session 

and place a link to this session on the Pattan website for those who could not view this webinar today. 

This slide states the mission statement for Pattan that the Department of Education working in 

partnership with families and local education agencies to support programs and services to approve 

student learning and achievement. This slide demonstrates the department's commitment to least 

restrictive environment and that we believe that IEP teams should begin with the general education 

setting with the use of supplementary aids and services before considering a more restrictive 

environment. Also, we'd like to remind you that your local district's policies regarding power 

professional job descriptions, duties, and responsibilities provide the final word. Here are today's learner 

outcomes. We'll review responsibilities related to using the internet. We're going to identify appropriate 

uses of the internet for instructional purposes. And, we're also going to explore web based formats tools 

that support instruction. First, we're going to look at internet use policies. And the first thing we're going 

to talk about is the intended purposes. And, that is using the internet for the proper reason. And, this 

usually means that it is to be used for educational reasons such as instructing students and assisting and 

learning. It can also include conducting research, sharing resources, and facilitating communication by 

email and other methods. There is also the issue of privilege versus a right. Your ability to access the 

internet through your school is a privilege not a right. The privilege could be revoked for improper use. 

Make sure you do not abuse this privilege. As for employer rights, your district has the right to monitor 

and log your use of the internet. Always be sure that you're using the internet in compliance with your 

district's intended purpose. The district also has the right to restrict access to any websites it deems 

inappropriate such as sites that contain visual or graphic material that is considered to be obscene and 

harmful to minors such as pornography. Unacceptable uses usually include illegal activities such as 

copyright violation, using the internet for financial or commercial gain, downloading software without 

permission, hacking or attempting to access unauthorized files, political lobbying, harassment and more. 

There's correct etiquette for using the internet. You always want to be polite and use appropriate 

language. You should never curse or swear. And, do not be abusive to people. Some of the 

consequences that could result in addition to losing internet privileges, you could be subject to dismissal 

or criminal prosecution depending upon the seriousness of the violation. Make sure you're aware of 

your school's policies and that you adhere to them. The Children's Internet Protections Act, CIPA, is a 



federal law enacted by Congress to address concerns about access to offensive content or with the 

internet on school and library computers. Schools subject to CIPA are required to adopted and enforce a 

policy to monitor online activities of minors. Schools need to have an internet safety policy that includes 

technology protection measures. These measures must block or fill an internet access to pictures that 

are obscene or child pornography or could be harmful to minors for computers that are accessed by 

minors. Schools and libraries subject to CIPA are required to adopt and implement an internet safety 

policy addressing access by minors to appropriate matter on the internet, the safety and security of 

minors when using electronic mail, chat rooms, and other forms of direct electronic communication, 

unauthorized access, including so called hacking and other unlawful activities by minors online, 

unauthorized disclosure use and dissemination of personal information regarding minors, and finally, 

measures restricting minors access to materials that could be harmful to them. [ Silence ] Let's take a 

moment to see what people think about using the internet. The first questions, who is more likely to use 

technology in the classroom, veteran educators or newer educators? Take a few seconds to think about 

that. [ Silence ] Answer, veteran educators are just as likely to use technology that enhances instruction 

as new educators. In fact, lack of access to technology doesn't seem to be the main reason educators do 

not use technology in the classroom. Next question, which students get the most benefit from using 

technology in the classroom, high achieving students or students who are struggling? [ Silence ] Answer, 

using technology in the classroom helps to engage many different types of students including high 

achievers, struggling students, and even students who are English language learners. [ Silence ] Next 

question; since today's students are so comfortable with technology does it really matter if educators 

incorporate technology during classroom instruction? [ Silence ] It matters a lot. Educators who use 

technology in the classroom report grater benefits to their students learning, increase in skills, and much 

better engagement than educators who do not spend much time using technology. [ Silence ] Let's take 

a look at some of the basic equipment needed for accessing the internet. First, you're going to need a 

computer with internet access. And, this is, will help us to be able to communicate by email and other 

methods such as Twitter and FaceBook and other social networking sites. And, it'll also help us to 

conduct research and get information. We're also going to need some speakers that will allow us to hear 

audio. And, we know how much our students love to listen to music and other MTV and video on their 

computers. And, we're also going to need a printer that would let us print out text and graphics. [ 

Silence ] Some other things that are nice to have for the internet would be webcams that allow us to see 

people when we are communicating with them when using software such as StiTE and other enhanced 

programs. A high speed connection allows us to connect to websites and download data quickly. And, 

wireless access is becoming more common in public places. It allows us to connect to the internet 

without actually having to plug in. [ Silence ] Who benefits from using internet? Everyone, however, 

there's caution. [ Silence ] All the instructional decisions need to be made by the educational team or 

your partner teacher. The interaction must be targeted to meet the individual needs of that particular 

student. [ Silence ] The internet usage must always be in line with academic standards. And, it should 

never be used just to reward students or to keep them occupied. [ Silence ] Okay, we're going to do a 

poll question now. [ Silence ] Here's the first one. In order to access the internet you will need A; 

internet access, B; a computer that students are permitted to access, C; permission of collaborating 

teacher, or D; all the above? And now, what we're going to ask you to do is use your curser and click on 

what you think is the correct answer. And, when everyone has responded, we will share the results with 



you. [ Silence ] Okay, we're waiting for everyone to respond to the poll. [ Silence ] Okay, now we can see 

the results. And, we see that 99% of the participants chose D all of the above and that is the correct 

answer. So, on your certificate of attendance, you need to mark D next to the numeral one in the lower 

left hand corner of your certificate. [ Silence ] Across the world there's a passionate love affair between 

children and computers. More of them wanting computer technology, they seem to know that, in a 

deep way, it already belongs to them. They know they can master it more easily and more naturally than 

their parents. They know they are the computer generation. This was written by Seymour Papert in 

1996. Today's students are different from past generations that grew up before the digital age. They're 

no longer the people our educational system was designed to teach. These students grew up with this 

modern technology. They've always been surrounded by computers, video games, digital music players, 

cell phones, and all sorts of tools and toys of the digital age. All of this has become an integral part of 

their lives. They are the digital native. Are you a digital native or immigrant? A digital native is a person 

who was born during the existence of the digital technology and, as a result, they've grown up and 

known digital technology such as computers, internet, mobile phones, and MP3 Players for all their lives. 

Our students are native speakers of this digital language. They think and process information differently 

than previous generations. They're used to receiving information very quickly. They like to multitask. 

They like to see the graphics before they read the tests. They prefer random access such as hypertext. 

And, they function best when networked. They thrive on instant gratification rewards and prefer games 

to serious work. [ Silence ] The digital immigrant is an individual who was born before the existence of 

digital technology but has adopted it to some extent later. Model digital natives are comfortable with 

technology and not all digital immigrants are technology, technologically inept. Why use the internet in 

the classroom? Take a moment and jot down some reasons you think you would be using the internet 

with your students. [ Silence ] [ Whispering ] [ Silence ] So, why should we use the internet in the 

classroom? It engages the learner and students have instant access to a vast wealth of information. 

Technology, technology comes naturally to our students and it prepares them for a world where the 

ability to using technology is becoming increasingly important. [ Silence ] It opens up a whole world of 

information. It's fun and easy to use. Continuous learning for student and educators. It's fast and 

efficient. And, it can be used to test student's comprehension of concepts and provide corrective 

feedback. [ Silence ] Internet safety but you are still in charge. You need to follow your employer's 

internet use policy. Remember that the internet is only safe as the adults, and that includes you, in the 

child's environment make it. And, it is the adult's responsibility to monitor our student's use of the 

internet. [ Silence ] Let's take a look at the issue of bullying. Bullying does not just occur on the 

playground. Think about the different ways medium, or medium students can be bullies. Face bullying 

was the most common. But now, we're finding different forms of bullying such as using the telephone, 

texting, and through email. Cyber bullying has become a serious problem these days and we need to 

monitor our student's internet use to make sure that they are using it appropriately and not abusing 

their fellow students. [ Silence ] Okay, we're at poll question number two. Digital immigrants are 

individuals who A; did not grow up with modern technology, B; people who brought tech to America 

from another country, C; individuals who deliver electronics for a company, or D; none of the above. 

Take a few minutes to, when we pull up the poll, okay here we go and click on which answer you believe 

is correct, A, B, C, or D. And we'll wait while our participants respond to the poll. [ Silence ] Okay we're 

still waiting for everyone to respond to the poll. [ Silence ] And, here's the results. And, 93% said that it 



was A; individuals who did not grow up with modern technology. And, that answer is correct. So, even 

though it says number three, this is question number two on the poll. So, on your certificate of 

attendance, mark letter A next to the numeral two in the lower left hand corner of your certificate of 

attendance. [ Silence ] And now, we'll be turning this over to Suanne. Suanne Houser: Now, I bet many 

of you may consider yourselves a digital immigrant. But, I also bet, with the amount of people attending 

the webinar today, approximately a thousand, no kidding, that we run the whole gamut. Each of us have 

a different level of comfort, of experience using the internet. And, some of what we covered already this 

morning may have seemed very low scale for some of you. But, what we have to remember is, each of 

us enter with a different background knowledge. And, we just wanted to make sure we level the playing 

field and give everybody the same information. You know, when you think about, if any of your folks 

who are still with us that are able to access the internet, my folks are in their 70s and they have 

definitely jumped into the digital age. But, boy is it challenging to offer them support sometimes, not 

that many of you can relate. And even as far as the general use of the internet, can be very challenging 

for some of us who are digital immigrants. So, what we're going to head into next is just clarifying some 

terms that goes with using the internet. And, as much as being a consultant with Pattan requires us to 

navigate the internet, use online resources. I am finding that, on a daily basis, I am learning something 

new. So, I know that you will take away from today some new knowledge no matter how experience you 

are. That is our goal anyway. So, what we're going to start out with here is clarifying some terms, what 

we do mean by web browser versus search engine. And then the hot ticket of the day in term is 

Web20Tools. Then, after we just clarify some of those terms, terms, we're going to spend the rest of our 

time looking at the way we can use this, the way you can use it, and some expectations we can look for 

our students. So, that's when we'll be looking at information sharing, different ways to communicate 

over the internet, how we transfer information and data. It's all about data. And then education and skill 

building opportunities that we also find on the internet. So first, let's qualify some terms. A web 

browsers, and, you know, if you're like many of us, when I start thinking about something too hard, then 

I question. Do I really know what a web browser is versus a search engine? And web browsers, you'll 

recognize some of the icons there at the bottom of the screen. So, that is a way to view information 

provided through the internet, so Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Safari, that is that last icon there 

that looks like a compass. So, we see information in the form of web pages through the web browser. 

That is the link. That's the avenue to get to the internet. So, many of us probably use internet explorer. I 

know, at home, I use Firefox because it doesn't have as many pop ups as internet explorer. Those pesky 

popup windows have to be formatted to be able to get into the different web browsers. And, many of 

them are not formatted to be accessible into Firefox, a little tidbit of information. So, at home, I don't 

get many popup browsers at all or popup windows which is great. So, that's what we're talking about 

with web browser. And then, when we take it to the next step, search engines, which, if, if I need 

information on anything, I am hopping on my computer and looking things up. And, as we know, Google 

has become a word that is a noun because it's a thing, but now we're also using it as a verb. Aren't we? 

It's an action, I'm going to Google that which means to look it up. So, our search engines are the way we 

access the information from the web pages that we are able to see through our web browser. Google, 

Yahoo, Bing, these are the top three. There are many, many more. But, these are the top three that we 

see and use most often. And, your school will probably mandate what search engines you may be able 

to use because, as you know, I'm not so familiar with Bing. But, with Yahoo, you often get lots of 



advertisements on the sides as well. And, Google, you can prevent that from happening on some of 

these. And, you can also put in different settings. Google, you can actually go in and set that you want to 

restrict how much content can be displayed so that we can filter out some of those inappropriate 

websites that might pop up. But, these are things you will want to make sure that you are adhering to 

according to your school policy. But, also know, you can also set those settings at home to prevent your 

own children or grandchildren from getting to some places you don't want them to go either. 

Web20Tools, some of you may have heard of it, some of you may have not. And, I actually have had a 

hard time wrapping my head around this because I thought it's some application or some program I'm 

going to download and then be able to, I'm using Web20Tools for whatever I'm using. No, it really is, it's 

different types of programs that enable collaboration. So, it's a learning site. It's interactive. So, it 

promotes social learning, which means many people can access it, see the same thing, maybe put up a 

message, other people can see the message. That's the kind of thing we're talking about. And it really 

fosters and taps into creativity. And, we're going to see many of the sample websites we're going to be 

looking at today are made with this in mind or based on the fact of a Web20Tools concept. So, people 

can collaborate, make connections, communicate, absolutely about idea sharing. And it can be open for 

everyone to see or it can also be closed and you must have specific access. And, we will talk more about 

that. The best part is most of these are free and accessible. And when we say accessible it means that 

individuals who might need other types of access, for example, later we'll talk about speech to text and 

text to speech. That means that the text we see, and you probably have students that might use this. 

The text we see on the screen, if our student or an adult cannot access that visually, then there are 

applications that will read the text out loud to the internet user. So, that's what we're talking about 

when we say accessible. And there's other features that need to be accessible or do things provide 

captioning for those who don't have adequate hearing to hear what is being said, if that's a, if that's a 

need, if we're looking at a little video on a website or whatnot. So, when we talk about free and 

accessible, we're talking about that kind of accessibility. So, if you see at the bottom there, I just plucked 

these pictures from, from, actually, when I was looking for pictures of different things to put in this 

presentations, I went to Google. And on their homepage, at the top left corner, there's a thing that says 

Images, Maps, and a bunch of other things that you can click on. Google Images is a fabulous place to 

get pictures of things we're looking for. And, I got almost every single, all the words you're seeing right 

now, Google, Yahoo, and Bing, I got from Google Images. I put in search engines, and up came all these 

icons and logos that go for search engines. Here's the, here's the things we need to be aware of though, 

you also may get inappropriate pictures. So, again, you are in charge. Whoever is the adult monitoring 

the internet use needs to make sure the appropriate filters are on or it is acceptable to go to Google 

images because you absolutely may get inappropriate pictures when you're going into pictures. Because 

it's, if they have one little word in the description, and we call that a tag as well, they tag it to be access 

with certain words, these pictures will show up. And, they could be they could be exposed to content 

that we don't want them to see. What I'm being reminded of is that Safe Search is something that can 

be activated and you want to make sure that that is on your controls through Google, through Google. 

I'm getting a little prompting here from the side, excuse me. Through Google, you can go up to the top 

right corner under Settings or Controls, that type of thing. And, it will show you that Safe Search is on. 

The last thing we want to do, and I think we've probably seen enough news media to know that we 

don't want to be the ones that has our school in the newspaper regarding students accessing 



inappropriate content. So, very briefly we talked about those three terms. Web Browsers, that piece 

that gets us into the internet, then, which are things like Internet Explorer, Firefox, search engines like 

Google, Yahoo, and Bing. And also, Web20Tools these what seem to be very simply simple access to 

these programs but the technology behind it makes them interactive, we can collaborate, those types of 

things. Now, let's move onto we use the internet in so many ways. Information sharing, and this actually 

could be the only topic we talk about, because when we share information we certain are 

communicating, we are transferring data and information, and, we are helping student's access 

information in their education and acquire some skills through using those internet resources. But, we 

are breaking them up into these different categories just to make it a little more explicit. So, you don't 

have this slide, and you'll notice, especially the ones where we're asking you to respond to something. 

You did not have those slides. But I'm just wondering if you have any idea what, what are the most 

popular activities on the internet today? Now, this is a recent, you can go to different websites and get 

different responses. But, I chose one that's called most popular internet activities, infoplease.com. And 

so, I pop that in and I have the top, what is it, ten or so activities that people do on the internet. And, I 

want you to just take a little seconds here and on the side of your handouts or on a piece of paper, what 

do you think people use the internet for? What are the activities? [ Silence ] I'm very tempted to sing the 

Jeopardy music for you all while you're thinking. But, that could cause you to have a thinking disruption. 

So, most popular internet activity, you know, actually, my colleagues and I had a discussion about email. 

Is that an internet activity? Well, you do need a an internet connection. And, guess what, the number 

one thing that people said they use the internet for is to send or read email. Now, many of you may feel 

like I do. I really need a second job that is just dealing with email. Hopefully in your worlds you're not 

getting hundreds a day. But, if you think about people, principals, supervisors, administrator's holy 

smokes, I don't want the amount of email they get for their job. And then, if, like all of us, we have a 

personal email account, I don't want to look at that anymore either because it seems like double duty. 

So, email is the number one reason people are saying they use the internet and using a search engine to 

find information, now this is information on anything. Very quickly I'll share. The other, two weeks ago, 

my poor dog got sprayed by a skunk and I wasn't sure what to do. Can you guess what I yelled to my 

husband, hold her here, I'll be right back. He said where are you going? I said I'm going to look it up on 

the internet. So, sure enough, I ran in the house, thank goodness we kept her out of the house, and I 

looked up skunk sprayed a dog on the internet. And, I got a multitude of suggestions. And no, tomato 

juice was not the number one response. So, anyway, you'll have to look that up for yourself. So, finding 

out information, and I found out a lot of information in less than 30 seconds, what to do with my poor 

skunky pooch. The forward thing was searching for directions or a map. However, I think this poll was 

done last year actually at the end of 2009. I bet you this is dropping because people are using the GPS's. 

It's hard pressed to find what someone who doesn't have a GPS in their car. So, GPS's that would be 

interesting to see that drops. Looking for a hobby or interest, you don't even hear the term hobby used 

anymore. But, unfortunately our kid's hobbies these days, and Ernie was talking about it earlier, you 

know, it's the instant gratification of sitting down and jumping into the cyber world or into the Xbox 

world or into any video game world. Us digital immigrants remember Atari. Actually, I remember getting 

cable and also a color television. So, these are, these are anomalies to our digital natives. Thus, us digital 

native's hobbies, looking up our interests are very important to us. Research a project or service for 

buying, so research a project, if we want to separate that into school work or things that we're going to 



purchase. And purchasing online, as we know, is so popular and way too easy, way too easy. I thought 

using my ATM card was easy at the checkout. Well now, I can sit in my pajamas and buy anything I want 

from home. Checking the weather, weather channel although on TV I prefer over checking the weather 

online. Then looking for health or medical information, have any of you decided you have a life 

threatening disease only to find out, because of what you read on the internet? Or that, better yet, new 

parents are looking things up on the internet. And, it can be too much information can be 

overwhelming. But also, it might lead us to seek medical help quicker if we think we have something 

wrong with us. And then, the final little tidbit of information here is to get travel information. Planning a 

trip online, we hear people do that all the time. So, there's a little, little, information on, I'm wondering 

if any of these matched what you had. The response that's much longer, and again, just letting our 

students look things up, this is something later on in this survey, there were things about adult content. 

Now fortunately, that's all it said. But, anything we look up, again, we are always in charge. We have to 

be the filter to prevent to protect the students in our lives. So, information, that first piece, again could 

be so many, cover so many topics of information. In publishing information to large audiences in the 

form of weblogs or blogs, many of you probably knew that. That's where the word blog comes from. 

But, I know, I have been asked more times than I can count, what does blog mean anyway. Well it 

means weblog. So, you just put that together. And it's FaceBook. Oh boy, how many of you know people 

that must sit up at that all day long, FaceBook? They're sending me fish for my fish tank and cows for my 

farm or whatever. And that's now how I use FaceBook. But, Twitter, we see in the news all the time, 

post it on, Ashton [inaudible] Twitter was something, you know. And Twitter, many of you may or may 

not know, you can only type up to 140 characters. So, it's meant to be just a snippet of information 

rather than big long commentaries. So, that's why we tweet on Twitter because it's just a little blip of 

information. So, the format is that you can only have up to 140 characters on a message. And then, 

many of our teens, My Space, I don't know which came out first, FaceBook or My Space. But I know my 

niece and nephew had a My Space way before I was comfortable having such a thing on the internet. 

And, it's a great opportunity to teach our kids that what you post and other people have access to, you 

may never gain control of again. So, when you put information out there, it's very, very hard to get that 

back. And, many of your employer policies may ask, may say you are not permitted to have a FaceBook 

account. What happens with FaceBook in the educational setting, it can be used for excellent sharing. 

And this is one of those Web20Tools we're talking about that you can post things, you can view things, 

but you can also be friends with someone who is causing some major public, or maybe posting some 

major public opinions about a school, a teacher, a principal. And then, your name gets tagged to that 

and unfortunately it may be something you would rather not happen. So, again it could be a parent, it 

could be a coworker, it could be the spouse of someone that you're friends with. But, those are the 

cautions and why employers may ask you to not have such things. And, that's something that you'll have 

to talk with them about. But again, there are good reasons, unfortunately there are things that have 

happened that make these reasons come into play. Here's just a peak at a FaceBook page. And again, I 

found this on Google Images. I don't think any of us personally would want our FaceBook pages up 

there. But, as you can see, there are some things blurred out which is why I like this. And so, we don't 

know who this, Zeth, Zeth Greene, we don't know who his friends are or what he's actually writing 

about. But, as you know, when you open up your FaceBook this is what it looks like. And, you can, I 

know I have, my background is working with students who are deaf and hard of hearing. And, for 



individuals who are deaf who the phone, of course you, many of you remember the telephone 

typewriter TTY, is not, the phone through voice is not accessible, so they use some type of typing device. 

Texting, FaceBook, the internet has opened up a world of communication for individuals who cannot 

access sound. And, it has to be in print. And, it's so funny, many of my deaf friends on FaceBook have 

thousands of friends compared to, I pop into all my hearing friends and they don't have near as many 

friends because we all use other modes as communication as well, whereas, the deaf community and 

deaf students are using FaceBook quite extensively for communication. So, continuing along the 

communication accepting line, management of content online is something that many of us think we'll 

never get into. That's for our web masters, that's for the controllers the powers that be behind the 

scenes that make all the magic happen. Well, guess what. Due to the Web20Tools and the technology 

that's now available, any of us could actually be administrators for websites. And, things that are often 

associated with this are called, one program that's associated with this is called a Wiki. And honestly, I 

have no clue where the word comes from. But, Wiki sites, they are sites where you are a member and 

people can put information on the site while others, who are visitors, could only view the site. But, you 

can also have one that has more public access. And, I'm going to take us there in a moment and show 

you what a Wiki site looks like. So, if I can get my mouse cooking here. And, what I've done is I've made 

these hot links. You'll see as I hover that the little finger click an icon over there, you'll see that the 

website comes up www.wikispaces.com because I've embedded that in here. So, when I click on it, let 

me give it a second, and here is what's called Wiki Spaces. Now, our wonderful web master equivalent 

here at Pattan [inaudible] has says Wiki is a Hawaiian word for fast. So, there's a little tidbit of 

information you could share at the dinner table. When someone isn't passing you something fast 

enough say wiki wiki. And when they, when they stop gawking at you, you can tell them that that's fast 

in Hawaiian. So, wiki, I love that. Wiki Spaces, and you'll see here across the bottom of the screen here, 

we have they can be used for business. Nonprofit organizations use these free of charge and it has 

created so much exposure for them to get out into the world of the internet as far as being accessible 

and having it not cost money. So, you can create a site for yourself through Wiki and then people have 

access to you. And then, education, that is absolutely the number one use for Wikis, I think right now. 

And, you'll see here that we have over five million members that are hosting Wikis or that are involved. 

And almost two million Wiki sites to date. And then, we have upwards of 350,000 that are Wikis for K-12 

education. And then, you can create, if you would like to do one for your own classroom, you could 

create a website for your classroom. Many of you, your teacher's may already have a website that you 

help them maintain, I would love if someone helped me maintain my website, that you have via 

classroom. But if not, you may want to have a Wiki site. And that is also something you'd want to clarify 

through your school that that's acceptable. What I'm going to do is show you my Wiki sites. And, I'm 

looking to see if I can sign in. I am a member. And, I really, you know what I'm going to cheat. I have a 

bookmark up here for my Wiki sites which will sign me in. So, here are my Wiki sites. And, I don't 

understand why I'm not signed in. It's going to make me sign in. I'm guessing. I'm thinking it's my email. 

Let's see. And it was. Yeeha. So, thank goodness the internet remembers my passwords. That's one thing 

I enable. If it was a public computer and other people use it, probably not a wise move. But so, I am 

signed in. you might want to keep a cheat sheet of all your logins and passwords for things because I 

know we've all lost our pin number for things and then we have to wait for it until we can either get it 

sent to us by mail. But, here is one Wiki site that is the special education reading project and that thus 



SERP reading pilot. And again, this is just a Wiki that was created by my colleague in the Harrisburg 

office, Carol De'Martel [assumed spelling], around a reading research project we're doing with students 

who are deaf or hard of hearing. And, what happens here is we have discussions and we can post things. 

This is one of the teachers that's a member of the Wiki site, Stephanie from the School for the Deaf. We 

have an administrator Carol De'Martel who is was in charge of putting things on here. You can get 

emails and get notifications through the Wiki site. So again, it is a place where instead of having to email 

25 people about everything that you're doing, you could have everybody just check into the Wiki site. 

When you join, now again it's free, you will have an account page where you'll see that it has dashboard, 

mail, and settings. Settings is here where you could change your password, you could change the email 

all this so you're never locked into anything. You could add a picture. Believe it or not, that is not a 

picture of me there at the bottom. But, if you click on dashboard, it will show you all the Wikis that you 

are part of. And, I'm a member of four. And Sandra's line system is actually what all three or two of 

these are for and then the assisted technology expo for 2010 is something I'm a member of. And that is 

something we offer through Pattan. So again, this is what a Wiki site is. You actually can go in and create 

pictures on it. There's the AT expo whose members of it that are colleagues. And then, you can also post 

documents. It's a really a fabulous medium. And what I would do, if I were you, is create one and play 

around with it for a while, get some other people to try and join. You can invite them. I mean, get a feel 

for it so that you're able to use it effectively in the classroom if you would like to do that. Okay so, that's 

a Wiki Space. And I realize this is a lot of information. But, much of this you will be able to go back and 

look into yourself then. And, I like to do that just like when you get your hair cut, you can't wait to go 

home and do it yourself, same with new information. Going home and digesting it is very important. So, 

the next thing on here is what's called a live binder. This is a fabulous way to share information. When I 

say binder, hopefully what comes to mind for you is one of those three ringed binders. I know many of 

you have been to trainings, we get, we get one of those white binders and we put it on our shelf. And, if 

we need information, hopefully we access it again. Too often, I have to dust it off each time. Then, I 

open it up. And when you open up a binder, you have tabs and you're able to flip to the different 

sections of content. Well, as you probably guessed, the live binder is one that is on the internet that is 

divided into content tabs. And we, I created one for you all for this training. And, it is something that I 

will, you know, like a work in progress. I was really struggling with one of the tabs. I didn't like what 

happened and I wasn't able to fix it. So, I will be able to go back in and change the content because I'm 

the administrator. Now, you will have access to it. But, you won't be able to change the content just like 

on some of the Wiki sites you have access to it but you can't change the content. So, what I put right in 

the PowerPoint so that you are able to see it is the link to get there. So, you don't need to go there now 

because I will be taking you there in just a moment. But, the actual websites, the one I hover here, you 

see how it says livebinders.com, this one was actually enormous. It was very long. And, I wanted it to be 

something that you were able to access. So, my web person taught me how to go to this little thing 

called tinyURL. We're not going there today. It's just for those of you who it would be useful. You can 

take one of those obnoxiously long websites, put it in this website and it will give you a smaller one that 

then links you to the web. Some of you are going, all I hear is blah, blah, blah. But, if it's something that 

you find useful you're going to go check it out and you'll know what I'm talking about. But, for most of 

us, we don't have to go there. But why it's called TinyURL is because it was too long for you to 

remember and we converted into a much more palatable web address. And, I called it Power Pro LB 



Power Pro Live Binder, Power Professional Live Binder. So, Power Pro LB is what that, where that comes 

from. And, when you get to Live Binders, you will be prompted to put in an access code. So, I made it 

augustwebinar. So, that's the password you'll need to get into livebinder.com to find this Live Binder. So, 

here's Live Binders and it's livebinder.com. You can see it up there at the top left. And what it says is we 

create three ringed binders for the web. And, that's exactly what we've done. So, you can watch a video 

on it. We're not going to do that today. Video does not transfer well through a webinar. Later we might 

pop open some sites that play a little video. And I'm going to apologize, but you'll see as those pieces 

move, it may not be the smoothest visual action that you're seeing there. But, so here's livebinder.com. 

And when you click into livebinder.com, you'll be prompted to sign in. Now, I am already a member and 

I do have a cheat sheet for this one with my password. And I like when it pops up and it's saved and it'll 

take us in there. So, I only have one binder in my file. You see here I am S Houser. And, it's internet 

based resources and tools that power professionals can use as part of effective instruction. So, I'm going 

to open that up. [ Silence ] You can see I've been busy. Across the top, those are the tabs that you can 

click on to get more information that I put in here. Now, I have a boatload of tabs. And they're in the 

order that you are exposed to them through the PowerPoint today. And, I thought it was only 

appropriate to have Pattan be the first one you go to. So, you'll see that the tab says Pattan. And down 

here, we actually have the website scrolling. So, it is live. It hooks us right to the website for Pattan. And 

if you've seen this, and as you know, here we are under the supporting students right there you are, 

power educators. Now, woops, across the top I have one that goes to Wiki Spaces. And so, here is Wiki 

Spaces. And, I'm signed in so what you're seeing is me signed in. But, when you go to it, it'll be 

whatever's activated on your computer. You don't have to, and, if by some strange chance it does say 

Suanne Houser, would you please sign out, on any of these that you go to. But, I don't think it should. It 

should just be wikispaces.com. And, you'll see right here it has the web address and then over here 

you'll see there's controls for you to add tabs. I can do that and you'll be able to do this on your own file. 

And you can also do sub tabs. And then, as we go across, we will be accessing more of these as we go 

along today. But, this, again, is just what a live binder is. And, you will have access to that so that when 

we are done with this training, you will be able to go in without having to keep all these scraps of paper 

with all these websites on them. Alright, other reasons we use the internet, for communication. 

Communication is everything in any relationship especially in the educational setting. But, on the 

internet, this really has opened many doors for so many avenues of communication. As we saw earlier, 

the electronic mail, the first one there, is the number on reason people are using the internet. And, we 

also have instant messaging. I was never an AOL user. But, I remember that the first time I heard of that 

was through AOL. That's one way of instant messaging, one avenue for it. You may know, it's a little 

screen that pops up while you're on the internet and you can instant message with each other. And so, 

you type in a little window, press return or send, and it instantly sends that message. And it cuts out the 

middle man of email. So, if any of you are FaceBook users, which I imagine many of you are, you know 

when you are logged into your FaceBook, you can see who else of your friends is online and you can 

click and you can instant message. You heard Ernie say the word Skype and you can see it down below, 

here on this slide, Skype, we'll get to that in a second, but that's also another program that you can see 

who else of your friends that is in your, part of your account are online. And we can message with them 

instantly. Texting, again, is almost like instant messaging as well when we are texting from phone to 

phone because it pops up immediately. Online communication through voice calls and conferencing, we 



have features through the internet called go to meeting even the webinar today you may be listening via 

the phone and watching it somehow because you don't have capabilities to share it through your 

computer. But, we can do voice calls and voice conferencing over the computer which is very cheap 

compared to many of the conferences services we've had to use in the past through the telephone. And 

we also have video calls and conferencing. Skype is one of those software programs other programs that 

lets us view other people via the internet and using that webcam that Ernie talked about earlier. Here, 

we have a picture of what it, one view of it when it's online where you can see the two people talking. 

Barbara Anderson is there in the large picture and in the small window we have whoever Barbara is 

talking to. And so, we can see that the call duration there at the bottom you'll see, you now, it's only 

been a minute and seven seconds on the screen. And, when you, when you dial in and if you have a 

webcam then you can see each other. For those of you who have loved ones who live far away, this is 

so, such a useful tool, thank you I'm being prompted, because I was actually being overwhelmed. It's 

free. I have an 18 month old granddaughter who lives in Florida. And of course, that is just killing me 

that I can't see her. So, it really opens up avenues for communication visually, auditorally. People who 

use sign language use webcams and Skype type programs constantly. And, I use that as well with 

classrooms of students who use sign language I can Skype into their classroom and we can chat. And 

really this is perfect from classroom to classroom so that you have a pen pal, or, I guess pen pals are 

probably a thing of the past. But, you can use the internet to communicate with other classrooms 

around the world not just within your district but absolutely around the world and other and other 

things to access and get into places that you couldn't get into before. Students that are receiving 

homebound instruction, many of you may have that. They are able to connect into classrooms using this 

same technology so that they can be a classroom participant even though they are bound in the home 

for whatever reasons. And, especially students who may be too, have medical needs that prevent them 

from coming to school. This is one way to access them and have them in the classroom. So again, you 

can make voice or video calls on this, conferencing calls, you can have many, many people on it at once 

and then, that instant messaging we just talked about a few moments ago. [ Silence ] So again, many of 

our topics overlap around information, communication, transferring data, and webcams. Webcams are 

used for a multitude of things. We've already talked about face to face communications via Skype, we 

have video conferencing. That goes on, many of you yesterday may have attended a training that you 

were sitting in a video conference setting. Now, we broadcasted a training here from King of Prussia and 

the other two Pattan's and, were there, there were 30 some sites that were receiving the training via 

video conferencing. So, you got to see my colleague Susan Gill presenting that video conference. So 

video conferencing, again, you have to have some kind of web camera and at least, you have to have a 

webcam of course. Again, sometimes, people can listen instead of viewing but viewing is always best. 

YouTube, webcams create, again creating the world of visual presentations on the internet. We all know 

some YouTube things that maybe aren't so good. And we all know YouTube things that are really 

helpful. Educationally, YouTube is just a, it is such a valuable tool. I, when I was doing my research for 

this presentation and I put in Wiki Spaces, there is a wonderful video on YouTube that is done with stop 

photography. You know how back in the day we had Gumby and Pokey and all those clay critters that 

they would stop move and film and move and film and move and film, you know, then we ran it 

together and it looked like a movie. There was somebody that was very creative and did a really what is 

a Wiki site. And they explained how it works using that technology and a whiteboard and these little 



paper cutouts. And, it is just, if you have time and are interested, go to YouTube and put in Wiki spaces 

and you'll see how to use that. There's also something on how to use a Live Binder on YouTube. So what 

you need, we're not going to YouTube, and here's why. Because, when you search for something on 

YouTube and then watch it, when it closes out, up come other suggestions for things you might want to 

watch. And, inevitably, there is content in there that maybe we'd like to watch it but it would not be 

appropriate for anybody in the classroom or in the setting we're in. So, that's the caution with YouTube 

that you will get things that'll pop up once you're done with watching whatever it is. [Inaudible] going to 

be interested in this that and the other thing. We've put in some very innocent searches and have come 

up with not so innocent content, so, just a little caution there. However, we are going to go to 

TeacherTube. This is a, this is awesome. As you guessed, it's a similar, similar website to YouTube where 

it's stockpiled with lots of useful video information and other things. And you can do searchers by 

content. So, here we go to TeacherTube. [ Silence ] And what I want to show you, if you look up here at 

the top, my tabs keep opening, which by the end of the training, we'll have so many. But, my, my live 

binder's still open and you will see that, actually, third in here, I have TeacherTube. So, I do have that 

right here for you on Live Binder. So, you'll see that this is the same page that I have here. So, what 

TeacherTube is it's an academic website that gives you all types of resources. And, across the top you'll 

see that you can go to videos. And, underneath you get all these sub tabs, featured videos, recently 

added, most viewed, top rated, most discussed, and you'll see go on and on, most responded to and 

then uploaded videos. It is my understanding TeacherTube is very strictly monitored by the person who 

hosts the site whoever that brilliant person was, to make sure the content that was put on here is 

appropriate. What I'm going to do is click on most viewed to give you an idea of what comes up. And, 

you will see these are teachers just like yourselves, maybe not just like yourselves. But they certainly 

have spunk and character. And we have Mr. Dewey's fractions. And it's an official video. And he's had 

almost two million views of his. So, that's something I would want to check out. Pay attention, I think 

that looks very interesting, classroom rules that is presented by a police officer. If you don't have access 

to someone coming into your classroom to discuss certain things with your kids, here could be the 

perfect avenue. And, a brief history of the United States, this is a kid presentation that was put on 

YouTube and now other kids can learn from it. They have an Abbott and Costello clip on problem 

solving. That is hysterical. And, as much as I would love us to watch that, it's not a wise use of our time 

today. But, as you can see, these are all videos that people put on. And there are 7,523 pages of videos. 

So, with approximately 20, 16 excuse me, 16 videos per page at 75, 7,500 videos, I'll let you do the math. 

So, there's a lot of videos on here and all kinds of topics. And what you can also do is put something in at 

the top. And, I'm going to put in Abraham Lincoln because he, that's just, when I want to look, that's 

who's always on the homepage when I pop it open. And, we have, I don't know how many pages we've 

got on him. But, we have at least ten and then there's more pages for Abraham Lincoln. And this is, 

again, content. You'll see, it'll say videos or it could say documents. It could be just an audio clip or just 

photos. So, depending what you're looking for, you can refine your search. So, my search results, and 

then we have videos, documents, audios, and photos as well. So, we, I'm being prompted, we have 

[inaudible] on the whole site, 120,000 videos on the site. That's 7,500 some videos. We have over 

120,000 videos just on TeacherTube. So, just one or two more things about TeacherTube and I wrote 

down so I knew exactly where I wanted to go. Audio, I want to go over to new, teacher resources. I am 

thrilled about this one. So, here we have something called teach vision which are lesson plans, 



principles, and more. So what you, what TeacherTube did was channeling teacher vision, it's organized 

by subject, grade, and theme. So, you can go in, and again, look for things on specifically topics, and 

then you can get things that are principle, you can get lesson plans and then adapt them to what you 

need them to be to meet or whatever needs to be done in the classroom. I know you won't be writing 

the lesson plans. But, sometimes maybe you're looking for things to supplement the lesson plans, 

perfect. Sometimes you're looking for things to print out which we don't do as much anymore with all 

the computers that are accessible. But I don't know that many, I don't know too many schools that have 

a computer for each kid. But, you can print things out. But again, this is something that you would not 

want to miss when you're on TeacherTube. Alright, I will take a breath here so that you have a chance to 

maybe think about this for just a second. And, look, think about the ways you might use that 

TeacherTube piece. At the close of this slide, we're going to take a break. And so, just a few more 

minutes, I want to talk about streaming media. Streaming media is actually something like could be 

considered what we're doing today. This information is being streamed to you just like it comes from 

like a stream running that the information is being channeled to you through a stream through the 

internet. So, that's what we're talking about streaming media. Non streaming media would be 

something we're just looking at a snapshot of something. So, if you're just viewing some pictures online, 

that's not being streamed. That gets sent and then it sits there. So, streaming media something that is 

running, videos that are running could be considered streaming media. But, just so you know that you 

have an idea what we're talking about when you hear the term streaming media, today's training. And 

why I have Pattan here is because, and I actually linked this to Pattan in my Live Binder, ah ha. And, I 

really didn't mean to do that. This is, this is what I wanted to do. There we are, Pattan in my Live Binder. 

So, on the Pattan homepage, as you know, here under supporting students we have power educators. If 

you happen to be an educational interpreter and are listening in today, you have your own link too for 

resources for you. But everything under powers would also, if that's your title, would also be a clickable. 

So, when I clicked on power educators, it takes me to the see home power educators, what's new and 

some things listed for you at the top there about trainings. And then, on the left hand side, if you need 

assistance, who can help you, what training opportunities, materials, things that you can download like 

handouts for training, publication links, and then streaming media. If any of you didn't know it was 

there, guess what, now you do. So, streaming media's there under powers. And, you'll see that there are 

a couple trainings listed, updates on requirements for power professionals and the PA credential 

competency. So, there's a webinar that plays streaming media so that you could view that video clip and 

then also one that's on parents, teachers, and powers working together. So, when you click on that, it 

will open it up or it might ask you to save it. And again, I don't know what this is going to look like for 

you because video doesn't transfer so well for this. But, just know that then here is archives a 

presentation that you could view. And, there it is. So now, this is actually, it would play. It's so, it's 

similar to what those of you are listening to and seeing. If you clicked on this presentation, in the future, 

you would, you would see the PowerPoints and hear me speaking. So, that's what, this is the format that 

you would be looking at. [ Silence ] Okay, so that's what we're talking about with streaming media. And 

then finally, and then we'll take our break are podcasts. Now, here's another little piece of trivia. So, 

Wiki means fast in Hawaiian. And podcast, where does the word pod come from? That's like me, I 

thought iPod was the originator of the term pod for podcast so that it's something that I could listen to 

or view on an iPod. This is wrong, believe it or not. Pod actually stand for playable on demand. How 



about that, who knew? So, pod is an acronym for the technology that goes into something that is 

playable on demand. So, podcasts really it means personal on demand broadcast, so a podcast. And, 

iPod took the term pod from the technology around things that are playable on demand. So, iPod did 

make it their own, Apple made it their own back in like 2001, something like that. So, podcasts are 

playable on demand broadcasts. So, there are many podcasts that are available. And these can be used 

like videos from YouTube or TeacherTube. And you can go and find a podcast and play it for students. 

There are people who receive podcasts of things that they want to stay aggressed on or information 

they want to have. Now, I just put in one link and it's iTunes podcast. Now, this is also in the Live Binder. 

And, because it was a good, iTunes is the brand name, but you can go to many places to get podcasts. 

Tips for podcasts, I liked that because it was helpful to me wanting to learn more about podcasts. How 

to choose a subject? How to play them? How you could save it for later? Now, this would be using 

iTunes technology. But, I think many people that's what, that's what we're using. And even things on 

trouble shooting. And then, you can subscribe to them and have them delivered to you like you get mail. 

You can get podcasts delivered. How to keep them, so, how to share them, links to podcasts, getting a 

play list. So, podcast, again just another piece of technology we can use with our students because it's 

something we can load way in advance. And if we have extra time in the day or if you find yourself with 

a small group of students and it's like ah oh we're done with our activity and I'm not sure what to do 

next. It could have something you could have prompted and ready to share with your students. But 

again, iTunes is just one piece of technology as an avenue to podcasts but there are others as well. 

Alright, so, let's go back and okay. So, that was a lot of information in a short period of time. So, what 

we're going to do now is, we're going to take a 15 minute break. And, please, if you've already closed 

your connection, you won't be hearing this, don't close your connection because then it will cause a 

disruption, you'll have to go back in and log in all over again and join the webinar. So, please, do not 

close it just leave it how it is and leave your connection open and we'll return in 15 minutes which, by 

my watch, is 10:30. Oh, and we're going to put a clock up for you so you'll know exactly what time to 

come back. Thank you so much and we'll talk to you in a few minutes. [ Silence ] Okay, I hope everyone 

was able to just take a little break and whatever you needed to do. Unfortunately, I'm afraid many 

people may have logged out. But, we're going to move ahead with our content and hopefully they'll 

catch up with us soon. So, we actually are headed to a poll question. There we go. So this is our third 

poll question. So, the use of our internet to support learning is appropriate for, all students, A, B; only 

students reading at a third grade level, C; students identified as appropriate by the department teacher, 

or D; only students who have excellent keyboarding skills. This one could be a little tricky. [ Silence ] 

You'll notice that we have done a little shifting of questions behind the scenes last week. And even 

thought this says number two on the actual quick poll screen, this is, this will be question number three 

on your certificate. So, we'll wait a few more seconds here for some people to respond to the poll. [ 

Silence ] And remember no matter what answer you chose, please put down the correct one that we tell 

you, yeah, okay. Alright so, here are the results. And, all students, it says 89% and then C; students 

identified as appropriate by the partner teacher. Well those of you who were hedging on oh I don't 

know which one. We would always want to air on the side of caution and make sure that the student 

has been identified by the partner teacher. So, the answer is C. Now, yes the internet could very well be 

appropriate for all students. But, there may be other reasons why a student is not to be using the 

internet. Here in [inaudible] Pennsylvania, we have, and I know especially out west too, we have lots of 



students who fall under the Amish, that are a part of the Amish community or may have other religious 

reasons why their parents do not want them to use the internet. So, is it, is it appropriate to support all 

students learning? Absolutely. But, we all may not know all the information about the student and know 

why they may not be able, they may not be permitted to use it. So, you just want to double check with 

the partner teacher just to make sure. Now, make sure you write C on your certificate under that third 

slot under your, the answer key at the bottom left corner of your participation certificate. Okay so, we 

are heading back to our general use. We covered those things at the top and the terms. And we've now 

legated our way through information, communication, and some transferring of data or information. We 

absolutely could not cover all ways to transfer information and data. That just wouldn't have been 

possible. But, we did hit the most popular ones and we tried to target the ones that you are most likely 

to use. Now, the next portion of the content is actually going to be around specifically targeting 

resources for use in the classroom and with our students on education and skill building. And, before I 

change the slide, I have another, just a question for you to think about. Can you guess how many and 

how many websites there are on the internet? So, just take a moment and think about that. Actually it 

should be pretty mind boggling. How many websites are there on the internet? Now, when you think of 

that, it may cause you to feel like this. But, I somebody in our room said 500 million, some, you know, 

I'm sure you have a guess. Well, according to, again, some information I have, back in December of 2009 

when they sent out some type of pro ware, what responded as far as internet sites, were 233,848,493. 

However, there were an increase, in one month's time, there was an increase of over 200,000 websites. 

So, I added, now 200,000 at nine months later, takes us up 235,500,000 and some. So, and I probably, 

that's probably a low estimate. So, are you feeling like this young lady here? Where do I start when I 

want to access things for the classroom? And, you've been hearing Ernie and I say we must be within 

policy and we must make sure it's safe. And, we must monitor content that we have to be, we're the 

ones in charge. And, you know, but we don't want you to feel that way. So, what we wanted to give you 

were some places to start. And, as you've already seen in the live binder there are, we've plugged out 

some things that we know are save. But again, human interaction is always the number one safeguard 

we have. So, even if we said it was safe, we can't, we are not the boss of those websites. You will still 

want to go in and preview things before you show them to your students. So, where do you start? I'm 

going to tell you. Our goal, with using the internet is here, you'll see in that paragraph, really we want to 

expand learning opportunities for all students, all individuals. And, we truly, truly need to remember our 

students with disabilities. So, through research and development, we know that there's much innovated 

and technology based educational opportunities out there. There's resources and strategies available 

online. And, we started with a place called the Center for Applied Special Technology, CAST, C A S T. And 

again, if you've ever been in a training by my colleague Susan Gill, inevitably CAST comes up because 

they are the forerunners in providing this type of resource for us. So, their mission is exactly what I just 

read. This is actually their mission statement to expand those opportunities for all individuals. And, how 

we can do that and what CAST tells us is we need to keep all student needs and all learner needs in mind 

at the beginning of our design of any activity, lesson, instruction, you know, our text book. We would 

hope that the resources that come with the text books are visual. Maybe they have an auditory 

component. Many text books have an online feature that we can go in and access things that they made 

available through a website. But, if we keep all learners in mind from the beginning, it makes everything 

accessible, much more easily to adapt for our special learners. So, the universal design for learning is 



really what this encompasses, but we want to keep everybody's learning needs in mind. So, we want to 

universally design our learning tools. And, if we start with something that all students can use, it's much 

easier to then adapt it for the individual special needs of our student and honestly for ourselves. Many 

of you may have, again, elderly parents trying to use the internet. And, honest to goodness it's probably, 

it's, my colleagues have heard me on my cell phone saying now, can you see in the upper right hand 

corner, Dad, there is a box, you know, and we're trying to talk them through using the internet. This is 

the same type of language we need to use with our students to help enable them to be as independent 

as possible. But again, when the programs start out to foster that independence through being designed 

well, it is very helpful. So, here's what it does. That universal design for learning, it gives the verse 

learners options so that they can acquire the information and the content we want them to get. It also 

gives them options for sharing what they know. Do any of you work with students who use some type of 

communication device, augmentative communication device is what we call them? So, if it's a DynaBox 

which is where you click buttons and preprogrammed speech comes out or if it's a written display or if 

it's both. Or, so often, students aren't able to share what they know. They can use the internet and 

express it visually for us that is so hard for them to communicate otherwise. It also allows creativity. We 

always, all of us have students that, if the information is presented in a certain way, boy they really get 

it. They really do, they come back, maybe they, they have that look on their face often during lessons 

that says, I'm not getting any of this. And sometimes, the computer access and having information 

presents it in other ways is a way that's happened to those learners. Interests, motivation is one of the 

number one reasons for lack of progress for students. So, getting the learner's interest, and that's what 

universal design instruction helps to do because it puts in all those learner needs and motivation. Okay, 

so under the universal design for learner thinking and CAST the organization we just mentioned and 

talked about their mission statement, they actually created a toolkit on a Wiki space. See, now we all 

know what we're talking about. When I, if I had just said we're going to go look at a Wiki space, it may 

have not been so clear. But, by what we learned today we know that a Wiki space is something that 

people can interact with. So, they created a toolkit that has clustered some internet resources for us so 

that we aren't feeling so overwhelmed and it is a safe place to start. And, here are the topics that they 

have created with resources under each one, graphic organizers, literacy tools, study guides, and we are 

going to look at some of these not all of them, some math tools, speech to text. Where, I was talking 

about earlier where we can take, where take speech and it will write it down in text format or we can 

take text that is written on a webpage and have it put into speech and we can hear it, speech to text, 

text to speech. Other resource tools and then free tools, we always love free tools. So, here is a starting 

point. And this is in our Live binder. Actually, I'm going to click out of just bear with me. I'm going to click 

out of some of these things that I have open and go back to our Live Binder. So, let me get rid of that, 

here we go. So, here is our Live Binder. And we know that because it says it here at the top. And again, 

it's internet based resources and tools. And, you will see UVL Tech Toolkit is the third tab. So, when I 

click on that, here we come right to the UVL Toolkit that I was talking about. And you will see, it is made 

through the wonderful technology of Wiki Spaces, right there you see that and free technology toolkit 

for UVL all classrooms. So, working off of this page is absolutely possible. But, because you don't get to 

see all of it, I'm going to go to, you'll see up here where it has the website. That's where I had to put it in 

so that this came up. Over here it says go to site. When I click on that, it's going to take me to the 

actually site. Now, we're out of that Live Binder piece. So, here we are at the site and we get to see 



more information. And so, you'll see that here we have all the topics that we can click on to look at the 

different tools. And, where I want to go first, let me quick check my notes here, is study skills. And, that 

is what's in your PowerPoint as I toggle back to my PowerPoint. Study skills, so we'll go back to the 

website in just a second. So, I'm sure many of you, and with your own children, don't appreciate the 

study skills that some of our students demonstrate. And, I know I was one of those students. By Sunday 

night at nine o'clock my mother was very ready for me to go back to school because I probably told her 

at eight o'clock I needed assistance with homework. Or, yeah, we have to build a volcano by tomorrow. 

Don't you love when that happens? But, with study skills and strategies, we want to help students 

organize the information so that they're able better to learn it and maybe demonstrate some 

independent ability with studying and accessing information. So, we know that these skills could include 

time management, knowing what kind of study environment they need by removing distractions, how 

to take notes, or maybe they need to find notes about something to help them study, study guides, 

flashcards, highlighting important texts. So, those are just a few things that we, that fall under study 

skills. And one of the resources on the CAST website that we looked at that Wiki site, the Toolkit is called 

Study Stack. And, it's here that you can build. You enter content that you want to be studied, 

vocabulary, facts, concepts, whatever it is. And then you can create different study guides. So, I'm going 

to go there. And, here it is by itself. But, if we went back to this page and go to study skills, you're going 

to see all these websites that are around study skills. And, it gives us a little, there's even one at the top 

howtostudy.org. It's for high school and college students to develop effective study skills and time 

management skills. But, all of these are different types of websites that might offer support for study 

skills. And, right here is Study Stack. And again, when I click on that, and actually I go down here, where 

is my study stack, here. Nope it isn't, so I'll just go to it from here. When I go to Study Stack, you'll see 

that there's flash cards, all types of things that you can utilize. Geography, history, business, math, 

language, and it's going to give you some content that's preloaded that might be helpful. But, what did 

was, I created my own list and I am hoping this is who I am logged in as. Oh good, I'm two for two. I'm 

not going to get too cocky though because you never know. As we all know, technology can be not so 

friendly sometimes. So, here's Study Stack, and there I am. And again, these are all free. But, you do 

often have to log in because you want to save what you've done. And that's why you'd want to log in. 

And I've put in a little information on the prefix un, un. So, when I click on that, here I am my prefix un. 

And I entered at least six different words that started with un. And, you'll see, down here are all the 

different things that I can do with those list of terms and definitions. Now, I chose very student friendly 

definitions. And, to show you those, the best way is through the study table. What this does is, it takes 

what you typed in as a question or the, and, or a definition. And the word is over here. And you can 

either show it or hide it. So, you could actually hide the definitions and the student would have to say so 

what does unrest mean. And the student would give you a definition. And here, if there is unrest in a 

particular place or society people are expressing anger and dissatisfaction with something often by 

demonstrating or rioting. They're not satisfied with something that's going on, dissatisfied. So, you, I 

think you get the idea. You can shuffle them so that they're in different orders, and now they changed 

what I put in as well. So I think, I think you get that. If I go back you, again you have some very more 

elementary type gains where questions and four possible answers are displayed and you have over here. 

So, I need to go eat, whatever definition goes with the question. If there's unrest in a particular place or 

society people are, I used the word in the definition but that's okay. So, unrest is the blue one. So, I want 



to, I want to take my guy over here and eat him. Oh I forgot to push play. I want to take my bug over 

here and eat him. So, you get the idea there. And, the kids probably navigate these things much better 

than we do. You can type in answers, you can, again, play hangman and you can create a crossword. So, 

you get the idea. It's very cool. And, you just have to practice and figure out how to enter the words into 

that. So, that's just one example of some type of study skill tool that is available through just that one 

website. So, that is what we call Study Stack. The next topic are graphic organizers. Now we love graphic 

organizers. Don't we? And, the problem is we often use too many, and we want to, you know, teachers 

choose, because we, we can't, we can't control that. But often all educators, teachers, powers, speech 

people, everybody, we like to use things to organize the knowledge. But, we use too many different 

ones. We try, we want to try and just keep a couple and then use them over and over. But, what it does 

it visually and graphically displays and shows the relationships between the information we're putting 

down, facts, terms, or ideas. And, it's because there is a learning task involved of course. And they come 

in so many different forms. But, each one is best suited for a different type of information. So, certainly, 

the top one there, that step one, two, three, four, five, it's a process or maybe it's certain things that are 

happening in a story, maybe it's a recipe or they're building something. Or, that's certainly what it can be 

used for. Whereas, the bottom one, that bubble chart, maybe we're brainstorming different ideas or 

we're coming up with different descriptors around an activity or character. So, we, there are different 

things that we can use. And three that we took from the CAST website are freeology, graphic organizers, 

graphic organizer pamphlets and then webspiration. So, we're going to go to freeology and 

freeology.com, just to start off. It's just free stuff online. So there can, there's all kinds of free things, not 

just graphic organizers. But, I really, actually, you know what, this one is not on the CAST website but it 

is in your Live Binder. I just thought it was so cool to include in there. And, here's the page on graphic 

organizers. And I like it that they have why do they work, when do they work, and how do they work. 

And then, there's a list and you'll see how many pages there are of graphic organizers. And you can click 

on each individual one and go to it. This one's a character study. This one is pros and cons of something. 

So, this is survey question retail S23R. And, you may have seen some of these. Maybe there are some 

that you are not familiar with. A thematic web, so we have the theme in the middle and then different 

things around that. KWL's, we all love these, what students know about a topic then we can read about 

it or, excuse me not yet. What we want to know and then what we learn at the end. So, often we're 

talking about a category, maybe we're talking about the weather, maybe we're talking about a specific 

animal, maybe we're talking about poetry at, you know, with students. It could, it could be many things. 

And then, the last one here on the front page is the Cornel note taking. We have a topic here on the left 

side and then we would have the details for it on the right. And that makes a fabulous follow up study 

guide. So, these are things that you could share with your partner teacher. Just say, you know, maybe 

you've seen something like it used in your classroom, but, this is something you can certainly bring in at 

more resources. That's what you can do with all of the information that we're presenting today because 

it's all, you know, about supporting what we are doing in the classroom. And so these graphic organizers 

could be a fabulous addition. So, I would love to get rid of a few of my windows here. [ Silence ] Okay, 

there we are back at the Live Binder, that's where I wanted to go. Close that and we'll close one more, 

okay. So, there's, so you see we're back at the Live Binder. And again, with its study skills and then we 

moved onto our graphic organizers which is up here. And again, this is where I got, so, what we're going 

to go to next is graphic organizer templates. It's on your PowerPoint. It's in the Live Binder and it's on 



this, this webpage. So, you see graphic organizer templates, again that's where that is. So, when we go 

there, ah ha, look at that. This is a, all kinds of very creative graphic organizers. These actually have a 

kind of a more of a social studies theme to it according to our, this website. I love this. So, someone's 

expressing thoughts. Here are things, it goes down to one piece. There are some very creative graphic 

organizers. So, what would you have it say on a T shirt? Puzzle pieces that get fit together, you name it, 

you can find a graphic organizer on it. So, again, more options for you graphic organizers. [ Silence ] And 

then, finally, back to our PowerPoint, webspiration is one that is on the CAST website. And, here's a 

snapshot of it. It was a little more complicated to use because you must use this tool here to put in the 

circle. You can change the color of it, you can, you can change what icons or graphics you use here in the 

middle. It was actually very challenging for me to use. But, it was very cool as far as possibilities go. And, 

I certainly wanted you to be aware of this tool for graphic organizers as well. But webspiration is 

something that's free. You do have to log in. But you can create all kinds of very specific webs and it's 

something that you can have the kids use. They probably would, as we know, if you can't figure out 

yourself you ask a three year old. And that' how I felt like with this program. I knew it must be much 

easier than I was making it. But, it has possibilities that you certainly, I didn't want you to miss out on. 

So, those are just some graphic organizer things that you can use on the web. And again, there are 

thousands more. But here are just some good starting points for you as we're getting into that. Okay 

literacy, you know, I challenge anyone to say that literacy isn't a priority in any classroom. And for 

supporting our struggling readers, it's so important. And you all end up doing some of that one on one 

time, working in small group hopefully, the students who are struggling with reading. But, we know that 

literacy isn't just reading. It's reading and writing. So, we're going to look at some reading and writing 

websites here. And, to be a fluent reader is what leads us to comprehension. But, for all that to be in 

place, we know the kids have to have these building blocks, these five things are things that were 

identified by the National Reading Panel a little while back as need to be in place to truly get kids up to 

this high level of comprehension. Phonemic awareness, even before we get to add print, can they 

identify sounds. Phonemic awareness is something you can do with your eyes closed, so you don't have 

to, it's all about being able to hear the sounds in words. If I said to you how many sounds to you hear in 

the word cat, how many are there? And, you can close your eyes and you can go C A T, one, two, three, 

there are three sounds in cat. That's phonemic awareness. If we have students who can't do that, we are 

never going to get them to the phonic stage which is where we add the print. Phonics means we're 

bringing in the print to support that. And this is where we start making that sound simple connection 

and getting fluency at that, which means we crack the code to become good readers. Then, as we 

develop vocabulary, we can have vocabulary kids can know what words mean, but can they read them. 

They have to be able to read to get the words off the page to develop that vocabulary that leads to 

comprehension. So, again, I have, I could not even venture to guess how many resources there are 

around literacy. But, the first one we're going to take a peek at. And again, these are all from the CAST 

website, all three of these. R is called, word magnets. And, what it does, like it has a description, is 

there's lots of activities you can do. It takes a piece of text and breaks it into individual magnets that can 

be moved round on a screen. And you can change color. You could make, if you are working with 

students on verbs, you could put things in here and all your verbs could be green. All your subjects could 

be a different color nouns, just keep making it more abroad. Nouns are white. Adjectives, things that 

describe our nouns are going to be blue. So, it's that kind of thing that you could use color to support 



learning. You can use different fonts to support learning. And, they always advertise this. And, once our 

next, there we go, once next comes up, means no thank you. So, I'm on an Abraham Lincoln kick today 

for whatever reason. And so, I'm typing in. [ Typing ] It's kind of like I was buried in Grant's tomb. So 

Abraham Lincoln delivered the Gettysburg Address in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. All right, so, what would 

you, push next. And, there's all different backgrounds that will pop up. And then it will do things with 

our text. We can divide it into three columns. We can keep it one background. And you'll see in a 

moment what I mean. There can be a grid, you can have. So, you can put something in you could sort 

the words because you could just put text and not a sentence. And you could put nouns and verbs and 

they have to sort, sort it. And, here's where Google, if we were doing noun and verbs, Google could go in 

both. So, we would put it here in the middle, make sense, so that it would overlap. So, we're just going 

to go back to the first one and make it very simple and see what it has done. Gettysburg address, 

Abraham, in the delivered Pennsylvania, Lincoln Gettysburg. So, what we would, here's where we could, 

we can color words different things. We can make prepositions a color. So, our preposition here is 

actually in. So, what else should we do? And those these that kids throw in all the time. I don't know. So, 

what I want to remember to say is that, what did I want the order in again? This might, ooh I kept it 

blue, ah ha. We can undo it. Abraham Lincoln and then I could say to the kids, okay, color the subject 

green. Okay, so that's our subject. Delivered, we know that's our verb, the, so, you get the idea. 

Gettysburg, oh we want that yellow that goes with Address, I mean it goes with Gettysburg. And we'll do 

that there. In, and I'll make, we'll keep this. So, now we have it in the right order. Why, someone just 

asked me what happens if we do something wrong? It doesn't do anything. So it's, again, it's only as 

good if you're monitoring what's happening. So, so you get the idea, okay. But, those are word magnets. 

And again, going back to the different settings of stuff, that's where I don't frankly know how many 

options there are with this. but, graphic organizer setup, same idea with this, putting words in and then 

really taking some time go to through and seeing the different backgrounds to set, to decide which one 

would best suite your need. Wow, look here, you could do timeline. And kids could plug the timeline in. 

That's very cool. So, you get the idea that there is unlimited amount of possibilities for use with this. So, 

you could put things in alphabetical order, all kinds of great stuff. Okay, enough of that. I'm admiring this 

website too much. Okay, but those are word magnets. Again, you could see how that could support 

literacy. But now, take a moment and think what other topic could you use that with? Is there anything 

you can do in science that you might be able to use that for? Absolutely, and again, you know, just like, 

just like I have trouble thinking up things for dinner time. Teachers have trouble thinking up another 

activity to help students with whatever we're working on in the classroom. And, what a champ you will 

be when you come in to save the day and say hey, look at this website and look at all the things we can 

do with it. Okay, the next one is storyline. Now, this has sound with it. And unfortunately, I could turn it 

on but you would have to rely on my microphone. But, we'll give it a whirl. But this is very cool. You see 

that it chooses a story. And, this is read by Beatty White, James Earl Jones, Robert Gilm [assumed 

spelling]. I know many of you may have never heard of him. Katelyn Watts, I have no idea who she is. 

And, C C H Pounder. I recognize her face. But anyway, she's, you know, so they have kids reading, they 

have adults reading. And, I'm just going to click on Harry the Dirty Dog. And here you can do related 

activities to it because often, these are good books that are appropriate for the students, it's what 

they're working on. But we might have students that need something read out loud. So, it'll, it'll let, 

when I say let's read it, it makes me choose what internet connection. And I happen to know we have a 



really good one. So, I'm going to click on the best one. And it's loading the story and boy that's soft. 

Unfortunately you can't hear it. I wonder if I turn this up if that'll help. I know, oh because it won't go 

into, I'm sorry that you can't hear that. But she is talking as you can tell. And there's captions for, so you 

know exactly what's being said. It's escaping me at the moment, but, my email is at the end of the 

PowerPoint. If you want to email me there are online stories that are signed for students in American 

Sign Language very similar to this. And, I can send that link to you. So here we have, you, again, you get 

the idea. And, you also have the full Screen option so that it would be on the whole screen. So then you 

could, you could see it there. And again, you can turn the captions on, on and off. So, that is story, Story 

Line Online. And again, a lot of these are free. You can donate things to them. So anyway, that's what I 

wanted to share with you on that. Again, I want to close out some of these windows so we don't get 

bogged down, more magnets. Okay, our last one on literacy, and again, only three, but you can see why 

we just picked three, is called Poetry Foundation. And this covers a gamut of learners, age groups, and 

you can see that there is all kinds of poetries by category, sadness, school, summer, time, economics, 

friendship, different poets that have been added. And again, you can view them by all these different 

categories. So, I think you get the idea. I'm not going to go there. But, it's a fabulous resource. And 

again, can be used by all ages, very accessible to be used. Okay, and back to our, you will see up here at 

the top of our Live Binder, study skills, Study Stack. Now I thought we might want to add more tabs to 

study skills, so, when you click on study skills it's actually blank because I didn't know what to put in 

here. But, right here you see Study Stack, and then you click on that it comes up to Study Stack. Then, 

we have graphic organizers, and, on the first page it's webspiration. And I don't know how to get rid of 

that. I tried to delete the piece here but it didn't work because underneath it I have templates 

webspirations and free graphic organizers. And, you'll see that the templates that we looked at are here, 

webspiration is here and the freeology is here. So, again, like I said, this is a work in progress. So, some 

day, you may come in and I was able to get rid of this little scene here. But, you can still use it. It's still 

webspiration. I just didn't really want it on that first tab. And then, literacy, literacy, you'll see our sub 

tabs, our word magnets, storyline, and poetry foundation. And, what I did with literacy, there was 

another site called how'd you say. And, Ernie actually introduced this to me and it's really fun. You won't 

be able to hear it again. But, when you put a word in here, it will tell you how to say it. And I actually 

used this when we were talking about phonics and listening to language because in English in Great 

Britain they pronounce things very differently. And it'll give you both pronunciations. So, you know, 

students can type in, here, I did it with aluminum because it'll take us to the word aluminum. And, what 

you won't hear is it'll say aluminum American, aluminum British. But, look at all the words that they'll 

tell you how to say. It's just a fun little for whatever. And you can select any language. So, students that 

you're working with that their first language may be something else, guess what, right here they can, 

they can, you can research words to say to them or they can research words to say to you. So, just again, 

another fun little thing. And I just added that to the Live Binder. Alright, now, next we're moving to 

writing. And, under writing we'll have three websites and on the PowerPoint we have a little video about 

writing first. Have many of you sat and watch a student with a blank piece of paper and the hardest part 

is getting them to begin to put anything down on that paper? Very frustrating for everyone involved. 

And then, if we have to do a three minute writing probe and sometimes you might be put in charge of 

that, very, very painful for everyone involved. So, if a student is not a fluent reader, fluent writing is not 

going to happen either. So, what can we do, what are some internet resources that may help students? 



And again, all these are in line with whatever, we need to make sure they're in line with whatever's 

being done in the classroom, whatever, if the student has an IEP we want to make sure it's supporting 

that IEP which the IEP should be in line with our state standards. So, all of this is interconnected. So, one 

option is The Story Maker. And again, this is in our, this is one of the tabs in Live Binder. The Story 

Maker, and again it looks a little juvenile. But what the student, what you can do is, when you click on it, 

you get to pick what type of genre you would like. Do you want to do a fairytale, a horror story, a 

science fiction story? How cool is that? I bet you we could get older kids to do horror story and science 

fiction. Almost, wouldn't matter, I'm not into horror so we'll pick science fiction. So, and then, here's a 

planet, there's a planet in this story. What is the planet's name? And you can choose one of these or you 

can type something in, love it. And then type a word or click on a picture. There's a spaceship in this 

story, what's it like, rusty, tiny, gold, silver, invisible, huge? So, you get the idea. So, I'm not going to 

keep going with that because it could take a really long time. My screen just popped up here. Okay, 

sorry about that, the controls popped open on my screen. So, you get the idea with Story Maker, very 

cool. And, you know what, we are adults, and I bet every one of us would like to do this. Wouldn't we. 

So, even with older kids, again, you can put, you can incorporate vocabulary. Now again, this is under 

writing, but guess what, maybe we can write it on the computer and then maybe practice, writing is, 

we're not just talking about handwriting. We're talking about the ability to be creative and get words on 

the page. If we can crack that seal with tools like this and kids are excited about creating stories, could 

we make, we have that spill over and then we can get them to want to maybe use the computer to type 

a story? If handwritings a problem or even if handwriting's not a problem, we could get them to write a 

story. So, again, you could be targeting this you see, so literacy is, can be used across the board. So in 

writing, here we have, right there is Story Maker. We also have writing is fun, looks like for a little more 

mature audiences. I keep getting a popup, excuse me, I'm going to ask my webinar thing keeps opening 

up on screen and I'm not sure why. And, I keep getting rid of it. Okay, so, this is called Writing is Fun. 

And you'll see that there's all kinds of options here. And it starts out with what is a writer's notebook. 

And it helps explain that. And, they talk about, it gives you some ideas on how to do that. Reading cards, 

letters to public figures, so again, a different resource about how we can support students with writing 

and giving us and kids ideas. And finally, something called Voice Thread. This is very, very cool. Voice 

Thread may look like ah oh it looks more like YouTube. But what it is, is kids can do some work and put it 

on here to share with other students. Again so, it's kind of like TeacherTube but it's very auditory and it's 

visual. So kids, we can click on something about picture writing and again video, not a great way to go. 

But, what you are hearing is commentary by a kid on this piece of work that they did. So, can you 

imagine that if you have students, here's what's being said. You have students who do something and 

it's on the internet to share with everybody that you want to share it with? That is motivating. That's 

very motivating for students. And down here we just have the four pictures the color pictures that were 

put into this particular voice thread. So, it's a, someone's voice will thread through all these different 

pieces of artwork that they did. So, it's something that it can be used for all, as we saw, there's all kinds 

of topics on here that can be used. Things are highlighted today, featured, what's featured this week. 

Now, there's some other not so, maybe topical things on here. We really don't want Chuck Norris. But 

these are things that people have done little projects on and then put on Voice Thread. But, there's 

quite a bit about writing. And writing is one avenue we could explore through this. Okay, so again, just 

picking a couple was a real challenge. And, what I'm going to do is I'm going to hand it over to Ernie to 



talk to you a little bit about the math piece that we have. [ Silence ] We're trying to get the un-mute 

working so hang on Ernie Melcher: I'm un-muted now. Okay, I'm going to do a little bit on math. I think 

Suanne must suffer from math phobia and asked me to do this part. So, math has evolved from just 

counting and calculation, measurement. It also includes algebra, geometry, and calculus. It means all 

concern with a stated number, quantity, shape and space. [ Silence ] Okay, one of the first sites we're 

going to go to today is called Conceptual Math. And this is also from that toolkit. And, on here, what I'd 

like to show you is they have some free tools for teachers. And, what we do is we go down here and 

click on Try The Free Tools. And the one I'd like to show you is called Comparing Fractions. And you can 

see, it has a video on how to use this tool. We're not going to watch that because the videos don't work 

very well in webinars. But, for each one of the tools there is a short video that explains how you can use 

this in the classrooms with your students. So then, we're going to go to Try This Tool. [ Silence ] And 

what we can do here is, we can have students compare fractions to see whether they are bigger or 

smaller. So, what you do is you come over here. Put your cursor there, and type in the fraction 1/3rd 

and then we're going to put in here 1, and you have to do this with your cursor down. You can't just use 

a tab key. And then the default is that this box here is where you drag the fractions is going to be the 

place where you put the smaller fraction. But, before you drag your fraction, you have to lock onto it 

over here to drag it. So then, we drag our fraction 1/8th down into this bin and then we'll drag our 

fraction 1/3rd down here. And then, along the side here are different visual ways that you can represent 

this which we'll see. [ Silence ] Okay, and so we got it correct. So then, we can do this, click on this 

button here. Well, let's take a look at some of the other ways where we can see this visually. We can see 

it as a vertical bar or see the fractions as a horizontal bar so it has 1 piece out of 8 and this has 1 out of 

3. [ Silence] And, this is one of the ways that you can use formative assessments to test your student's 

comprehension of different, you know, math facts. Here's the dot formation. And, you can also see it as 

a decimal. So then, this will clear for us and we can go back and then we can put in some different 

fractions. So, we would put in 2/3rds and 4, woops, see I did it wrong, 4/5ths. And, if we were to put, 

forgot to lock it, and if we were to drag 4/5ths down into this box and 2/3rds down here, and we check 

on it and we see the answer's wrong. We didn't put them in the right box. The one on the left defaults 

and it tells us down here that there are errors. Please check your work. So, if we drag them back up and 

we switch them like so, and then check our work and now we see that we've got it correct. Another little 

feature here is that you can use the equalities or inequalities. So, we can find if the student can tell 

whether, which fraction is larger. So is 2/3rds larger or smaller than 4/5ths? So, if we say that it is larger, 

and then we check and find out that the answer's wrong. Go back and check our work again and switch 

it to smaller, and then, we see that the answer is correct. So we can get rid of all that. You can also use 

three fractions. So, we'll put in 1/3rd, 2/5ths, and 7/8ths. So, we can put, got to remember to lock it 

before you drag it. So, we pull 1/3rd down here and 2/5ths down here and 7/8ths and we can click on 

our quality signs and we say that this is bigger and if we say that this is smaller then we can check our 

work. And we see that we don't have it correct. So, go back and try it again. And we'll say that that one's 

smaller and this one is smaller and check our work. And again, we can see these visually portrayed in 

various methods. There's an area of a box, the dot, or as a decimal, okay. [ Silence ] Not yet. And so, I 

just wanted to show you some of the other tools that are available here. We saw comparing fractions. 

There's one identifying fraction, I'm not going to demonstrate all these, equivalent fractions. There's a 

fraction number line, one with patterns and blocks, and others, yeah. [ Silence ] And then, for math 



playground, we have a lot of tools on here. The two that I would like to show you is for computation. 

And again, this is a great one for formative assessments. We're going to look at multiplication facts. And 

this asks students to solve multiplication facts. So, they click on start and then they have a problem in 

front of them. So, 7 times 2, we'll put in 14 and we'll check and we got that right. And then the next one 

is 7 times 11, we'll put in 77, check, correct answer. 6 times 4 say 25 check, sorry that's not correct try 

again. So, let's try 24 and we'll check that. And we can go back. And then you can go back and restart it. [ 

Silence ] Another version of that is the multiplication facts with missing factors. So, here the answer's 

provided, and then the student has to provide what factor's missing. So, if we start, we have 9 times 2 is 

18, we check we see that we got that correct. 5 times 10 is 50, check that, yes we're excellent. And 9 

times 7, we all know is 54, oops sorry that's not correct try again. Maybe it's 9 times 6, yes. Okay, so you 

see how that works. And then you also have multiplication with two digits by one digit. We won't go 

through these but I just want to show you what they look like. And, they actually get quite complicated 

when you get up into the multiplication with three digits and two digits. And then, they also have 

division and division with remainders. And then there's addition with different denominators and 

percent. And a lot of different things that your students can practice with on here and use these for, you 

know, testing to see if they're getting this. And then, another feature that I'd like to point out is the 

manipulatives. And, again, we're going to go with fractions. And we'll do the fraction scale. And then 

here, students can test out their understanding of equality. So, they just click on the fraction 1/1 and 

then they try, you can see how the scale tilts to show which one is heavier with the greater quantity. So, 

we have 1/2 and 1/3rd and we're still not equivalent, put in 1/4th and now, we're slightly more. And 

then you can show the left total down here is 1 and the right total is 1 1/2 or 1/12th rather. And it shows 

in here that this side is less than this side here. So, we can hide the totals. And, if you're trying to have 

the students, you know, trying to find fractions that are equal, to remove these you just double click on 

them. [ Silence ] There we go. So, we can have 1 and then we could have like 1/2 two times. And then 

that shows that they're equal. And we can click down here and we can see that 1 equals 1. And there's a 

lot of combinations that you can use here. [ Silence ] And again, they have other different types of scales 

and tools that you can use, patterns, probability, area of parameter. But, I just wanted to show you 

those two on this website. And then, can I go in here and, is this it, no. [ Silence ] No, now I wanted to go 

to the PowerPoint, PowerPoint. [ Silence ] Oh there we go. And finally I'm going to show you the math 

dictionary for kids. And, this is like a glossary. And on the left it has all the letters of the alphabet. So, it 

defaults to letter A. And if you want to click to a word, a math term, you just click on the letter. So, the 

one that I like for here is the acute angle. And an acute angle is an angle that measure less than 90 

degrees. So it then asks the student to put a number in between 0 and 90 in this box. So, we'll put in 22. 

And the pelican's opened his mouth opens up to 22 degrees. So then, we can erase this and go to a 

larger angle. And, it opens up to 45 degrees. And, if we put in 90 degrees, oops, 90 degrees is a right 

angle, that's not an acute angle. So, that's how that thing works there. And I'm sure, you know, younger 

kids would really find that a lot of fun. Here's another one if we click on the letter C and we're going to 

click on centimeter. And you can see it's spelled differently. And, that's because this is a website that's 

based in the United Kingdom. So, the spelling's a little different. But here, we have a centimeter gives a 

definition, an metric unit for measuring length equal to 100th of a meter. And what they're asking the 

students to do is to take this ruler and drag it up and measure the length of each little grasshopper. So 

you put the grasshopper there and it looks like it's 3 centimeters. So, we type in 3 and then we'll drag 



the ruler down and it looks like this grasshopper is 4 centimeters. We'll put that in. And see, it says to 

measure the grasshoppers. When I tried this the first time I just did them one at a time and it said that I 

was wrong because you have to do all three of them. And so, if we put in 5 and we'll check, oop we 

didn't want to do that. Click to check. Says try again, so let's re-measure this last grasshopper here. Oh 

he's 6 centimeters not 5 centimeters. [ Silence ] Get this out of the way, well done. And so we did really 

well. And then, another one that is kind of neat is the word dozen, oh here it is at the very end. And this 

is good for getting students to be able to count in groups of 12. So, it says that a dozen is a group or a 

set of 12 and it gives an example of a dozen eggs. So, the student would put in how many in one dozen. 

So it would be 12. And we check and we get it correct. It shows a little checkmark and then we go onto 

the next one. And now, we have 2 dozen. So let's say we think there's 22 eggs in 2 dozen. And it says no 

we're not, we have to check it again. So, let's try 24 and check that. And we got a check so we got that 

one right. And it goes on and it just keeps continuing on like that. So, those were the things that I 

wanted to show you for the math websites. And now I'm going to be turning this back to Suanne and 

she's going to be talking about using [inaudible] tools for the internet. Suanne Houser: I don't know but I 

was wondering what's a dodecahedron? Anybody else know? I think it's a, is it a ten sided. Ernie 

Melcher: It's kind of, let's go there. And, it takes a shape and it actually. Suanne Houser: Faces. Oh, so it 

would be a three dimensional object that has 12. Ernie Melcher: Right. Suanne Houser: Sides. Well 

aren't we, we know what Wiki means, we know what pod means, and we know what dodecahedron 

means. Now, again, the challenge is to work all three of those into your dinner conversation this 

evening. My organizer's saying wasn't that worth the price of admission to this webinar? So, so okay 

thank you Ernie. Those are some great math sites. And again, those are just three of the ones that are 

available through that CAST website. Now, as we're actually heading towards the end of our content 

here. Cooperative tools is another option on the CAST website. And the collaborative tools piece is 

something like a Wiki but also it's something that we can use to develop community within our students 

too. So again, having students work collaboratively also to foster communication between students. 

And, we're not going to really go into many of these since they do require, require quite a bit of work to 

get something in there. Well, one options is called Wall Wisher. And if you, if you would just imagine 

that this is a bulletin board and these are post its or some kind of message board that you can people 

can come in and put a post it on the wall. And I'm clicking on the demo wall so that we can see what 

that looks like if it's going to come up. It's taking a second. But, what it'll do is it'll show what do you 

think about Windows Vista is the question on this wall. And again, it's just a demo. What did you think 

about Principal Eisenhower's, well, maybe you don't want to do that. You might not want kids saying 

what they're saying. But here as you can see people can say, somebody says and then have a comment 

and a date that it's put on there. You can have what did you think about the song, the book was Dirty 

Harry, the dog, or am I think of Clint Eastwood, Harry the Dirty Dog, Dirty Harry is Clint Eastwood. So, 

Harry the Dirty Dog, so maybe we had Harry the Dirty Dog up here. What did you think about his trip to 

the zoo? And then you could put kids could go in and put things on here. So again, it's collaborative. You 

get to see what other kids did, you get to get could this be associated with writing? Yes. Reading? Yes. 

Science? Absolutely, we could put something about the results of our science project. Could it be about 

social studies and history? What's your favorite? Yeah, so you get that. So that's what Wall Wisher is. 

And again it's something that you would have to create. And I keep flipping back to our Live Binder 

because as we look at math, you'll see here we have conception math, we were there, math playground, 



that one I could spend a whole day in it looked like. It's just under those different sites. That 

manipulative one alone had so many options. And then, we also have the math dictionary which I could, 

again I could swim around in this content for hours and hours. And now, we're on the collaboration 

tools. And we were just on Well Wisher. And, on your PowerPoint I believe the next one is, actually I 

have to look. It's Cool Tools For Schools, catching. So, Web20 Cool Tools For School. So, what this is it's a 

whole bunch of collaborative tools. And the first one you see is Google Docs. Again this is an online way 

to share documents with other people. So, and there may be ones that your school prefers. Apparently, 

Twitter has its Twiducate, isn't that cute, social networking for schools, Twitter for your classroom. 

Again, these are all things that you would have to explore and find out what, you know. And I know, as a 

former teacher, I would have loved it if someone came to me and said hey here are some that I think are 

best for working in writing, make writing online workgroup. I really want to get rid of that, I'm sorry. [ 

Inaudible ] There would have to be somebody, Jan is pointing out, there somebody that has to organize 

it and set it up. Absolutely. But, even reviewing some that are available that someone could be the 

organizer for. Like, I am the organizer for our binder, our Live Binder. You would need somebody that 

would be the organizer for the Wiki space that you would put up. PB Wiki that's cute, peanut butter and 

jelly Wiki. So anyway, again, there's just millions, as we know, options as far as these tools go for 

sharing. Then finally there's one, a collaborative website that is Go To Web20 again that is another a 

website that has all these interactive tool opportunities. What I liked is that over here they organize it by 

what is the main reason to use it, collaboration, design, some people who blog, learning, E learning, 

games. So, you'll see that there's all kinds of opportunities. And that these are, I do not get personally 

I'm not the master of anything like this. Only my Live Binder, that is the only thing I'm the boss of. So, 

you may never have to use these kinds of tools, but, if you do find yourself in that kind of situation it 

might be useful now you have lots of avenues. And, our last topic from the CAST website is text to 

speech and speech text. So, as we talked about earlier, text to speech, it converts normal language text 

into speech. So, for example, as I would be running my cursor over these words we would hear a text to 

speech system converts normal language from text to speech. And, it's very beneficial for struggling 

readers. So that, kids who are having trouble with getting that text off the page, having that is very 

supportive because they can use their listening skills in addition to their eyes and using that. It supports 

the writing process especially when we're editing and revising. Kids can look at something and maybe 

they don't know if it's right but if they listen to it then they know. And then, speech to text is something 

that will take my speech and then put it into text and writing for kids who have cerebral palsy for 

example or any other motor issues, getting hands to cooperate sometimes speech is not an option 

either though. But if, there's fine motor problems having speech that is putting into written text can be 

very helpful as well. So, just a couple, a couple of websites. One is called, actually it's called Natural 

Readers. We're missing a word there. Natural readers, and it is one that will it takes text and puts them 

into speech. And it's something that you download software. And due to the audio limitations we have 

I'm not going to demonstrate that for you. But, if you need it, you know it's there. Then we also have 

Click and Speak which is where you click on and it will there's an online version that will take, make 

books, if you can find print online, it'll just read it out loud to you. Again, so, just resources so that you 

know where they are. Some of you may never need them. And then, finally, The Speech, this is one that 

takes text to speech and will take our spoken language and put it into writing so it's one that does both. 

Again that's text to speech and speech to text. So, the very last thing we're going to touch on before we 



close is the resources that are available to you on the Pennsylvania standard of lines system web portal. 

And many of you may have already seen this or been through a training or in service on it. And I'm very 

hopeful that your partner teachers have also been through this. And, these six circles are what's guiding 

our instructions that we know we have to have clear standards around all the academic content that we 

need to address in our schools. And that, we need to assess students in order to know where we're 

taking them with the education. We've heard Ernie say formative assessment several times. And, 

formative assessment is used by educators to do those little check ins. It's like the equivalent of 

monitoring your weight if you're trying to lose weight. Am I losing weight? Along the way, not that any 

of us have this problem, but with our student's learning, if we are going like gangbusters and just 

presenting information, like I'm having to do to you today. I can't stop and ask you questions to find out 

are you getting it or do I need to change something along the way to make sure that you end up 

knowing what I want you to know. So, that's all I'll say about formative assessment. But, curriculum 

framework, this is what helps guide us in really what we want our students to know. We have clear 

standards so we know that we want that to be able to get a certain, no certain content. But then, we 

also, how does this fit into the big picture. And that's that framework. And then also, resources on 

instruction, intervention and materials and resources. And here's something that you may have already 

been in on. You can search for content and these are lesson plans, links to the internet, all kinds of 

resources that are aligned with our state standards. So, you can see that you can select a grade band or 

specific grade levels. And then, and then you also, you can put in content here as well so that you're 

looking for things around certain content levels. So, if we're doing a search on fourth grade, I didn't tell it 

what topic I want. It's going to have things around science, social studies, everything under the sun. But, 

you can search by you know some lesson plans videos, web based contents, things that our own 

Pennsylvania educators have designed and put in there. So again, this is all through our standards in line 

system website. And then we also have interventions on assisted technology for students that have 

certain sensory impairments. And then you'll see reading and writing interventions. There's ones on 

secondary science and math and you'll just see a multitude of resources around interventions. And, 

that's right here on our own Pennsylvania website. So, and again, text to speech, speech to text, a quick 

recap, I have different things we talked about. And also PDE Sas, this is all in our internet based 

resources live binder. And again, you have access to that through the code that was on the PowerPoint. 

The only thing I didn't touch on was another website like the University designed one where it has a 

whole list of things that you can click on is a gentleman named Kevin Honeycutt who is a leading 

educational researcher. And he has organized a list of resources that are safe for educators to go to. And 

on here, you'll see that some of them we've already discussed and have been to. Webspiration's on 

here, voice thread, I know I'm flipping through quickly but this is something that Go To Web20Tools we 

were there today. So, you'll see that this is another collection of internet resources for you. There's 

podcast on here, driving question, podcast, I don't know what that is. But there's things that you can go 

and, you can go and research. He's got podcast. So, here you go yet another resource like the one that 

we had from our, from our university designed CAST resource that toolkit. Okay, so, how about that for 

a whirlwind tour for resources. So, our final poll question and check in is on text to speech. And what 

does that mean? That means that the content on the screen is to be read to the student, onscreen text 

converts to speech heard by the student, a speech pathologist will use this [inaudible] the student, or D; 

students type their speech before presenting it to the class. So, would you please weigh in on this and 



click which one you think is the best match for text to speech? [ Silence ] And we're watching for the 

percentage of voters so that we can show you. This again is a form of formative assessment. We want to 

see if your information is forming correctly in your brain to help us. How are we doing on percentages? 

Eighty nine percent, 90, come on you can do it. [ Silence ] Okay, we'll have to take what we have. And, 

the response is B very good. Onscreen text converts to speech heard by the student. So text to speech is 

taking that text on the screen and using a type of software that will make it be able to be heard by the 

students. So, on your certificate of attendance please enter B on the fourth slot in the bottom left hand 

corner. [ Silence ] So, just to wrap this up, hopefully our learner outcomes, you feel like you did get to 

review responsibilities related to internet use which we know we did. And, we also identified the 

appropriate use in instructional purposes. We always want to be in align with whatever other instruction 

is going on. And it's reinforcing and not to be used as a time filler even though I'm sure that's tempting. 

And we also spent extensive time exploring web based formats and tools that we can use to support our 

instruction. So, the code for today believe it or not are the four answers that you entered at the bottom 

of your certificate of attendance. And they, so I can't tell you what they are you should have attended 

and wrote those in. And honestly, I don't have them in front of me so I couldn't even if I wanted to. So, 

you need to put them at the right hand side of the bottom where it says cession code. So, put those four 

letters that you entered for the multiple choice questions. All right, so, with that said for my colleague 

Ernie and myself, we want to thank you so much for your attention, your participation, and we look 

forward to you attending another webinar in the future. Thanks so much, bye, bye.  


